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We have something special for you—100% accurate help with NCERT Solutions for Class 6
English Chapter 4, "The Old-Clock Shop." It covers all the questions from the English extra book
called "A Pact with the Sun." Our experts made these NCERT Solutions for Class 6 in a way
that follows the CBSE board's rules.

This chapter talks about an old clock shop where the owner meets an unwelcoming guest at a
very late hour. What does the guest want? He doesn't seem to be a buyer. This story has a nice
ending. To know more about the story, use the NCERT Solutions.

You can easily download these NCERT Solutions for Class 6 English in PDF format and learn
wherever and whenever you want!
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Questions

Question 1: What made Ray think the visitor was not really a shopper?

Answer:

Ray, with his old and clever eyes, could tell that the person who came late wasn't there to buy
something. The visitor didn't have a friendly look in their eyes.

Question 2. Why do you think he had come to the shop?

Answer:

I believe he came to the store to steal. He really needed money badly.
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Question 3. How did Ray communicate with him?

Answer:

Ray couldn't hear well, so he talked to the visitor by writing on a notepad using a pen.

Question 4. What do you think the man said to his friend who waited at the
door?

Answer:

The man probably informed his friend, who was waiting at the door, that the shop owner couldn't
hear well.

Question 5. Ray was not a pawnbroker. Why, then, did he lend money to
people in exchange for their old watches and clocks?

Answer:

Ray was a really nice guy. He wasn't a pawnbroker, someone who lends money using stuff as
security. But he always helped people when they needed it. That's why he would give money to
people in return for their old watches and clocks.

Question 6. “The watch was nothing special and yet had great powers.” In
what sense did it have ‘great powers’?

Answer:

It was powerful because it protected Ray from getting hurt by the visitors who came late. Also, it
stopped the visitors from robbing the shop. They needed money, and they got it by leaving their
watch as a promise.
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Question 7. Do you think the man would ever come back to pick up the
watch?

Answer:

No, I don't believe the older man will return to get his watch. He got more money than the watch
was actually worth.

Question 8. When did “the unfriendly face” of the visitor turn truly friendly?

Answer:

The visitor, who wasn't friendly at first, became really happy when he got a fifty-dollar bill for his
regular watch. Ray and the older man both knew the watch wasn't worth that much money. So,
the older man truly appreciated Ray's kindness.

Frequently Asked Questions about NCERT
Solutions for Class 6 English Supplementary
Chapter 4

Q1. Are ThoughtChakra's NCERT Solutions for Class 6 English
Supplementary Chapter 4 available for free download?

The experts have designed detailed answers for each chapter to help students understand the
important concepts better. Studying the chapter using the solutions PDF will improve logical
thinking and help students excel in the exam. The solutions are available in PDF format for free
download, allowing students to use them while answering questions from the NCERT textbook.
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Q2. When did the visitor's "unfriendly face" become friendly, as
mentioned in NCERT Solutions for Class 6 English
Supplementary Chapter 4?

The visitor's unfriendly face turned truly friendly when he received a fifty-dollar bill for his regular
watch. Both Ray and the older man knew the watch wasn't worth that much money. So, the
older man genuinely appreciated Ray's kindness. Each question is answered systematically to
make it easier for students to remember the chapter. The solutions at ThoughtChakra can be
accessed by students online or offline, anytime and anywhere.

Q3. Why should I use ThoughtChakra's NCERT Solutions for
Class 6 English Supplementary Chapter 4?

ThoughtChakra's NCERT Solutions are excellent study materials that students can trust. These
solutions are carefully crafted by highly knowledgeable experts with vast subject experience. By
referring to these solutions, students can complete their assignments on time. Every answer is
focused on concepts, not just questions, aiming to build a strong foundation of fundamental
knowledge. Using the PDF solutions from ThoughtChakra will enhance students'
problem-solving skills and help them score well in exams.


